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I just want to be me, 
In the way I see
Existing with shame
Is no longer to be

Another route to war one of fire
Your path is mine as he said
Claiming me unloyalty of mortre
Named ignis and buried the flame

I have mislayed the key
Days passed struggling me to remember
Or to forget the circumstance
Which I have been in

Pillar of skulls as a mausoleum stirs
Gave a soul as an answer of question
My loath to leave the treachorus
But could'nt find anyway out this:

Anything, for everything
We sacrifice
Knowing just no one is inside
Witness of source, burns into lines
That will not stop, not stop bleeding

I just want to be me, 
In the way I see
Existing with shame
Is no longer to be

Find myself in a cryptic and read it all
Dreadful truth killed me, but this time
I will come for the last time
For my revenge, and my guiltyness

A day I will find my soul again
The end ultimate has will ease
My disease salvation of senses
Will reach my haven

Anything, for everything
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We sacrifice
Knowing just noone is inside
Witness of source, burns into lines
That will not stop, not stop bleeding

I just want to be me, 
In the way I see
Existing with shame
Is no longer to be

Walking around just for many days
Yet I thought of the holy one
Now I find myself in a somber place
Confronted him to face myself

I just want to be me, 
In the way I see
Existing with shame
Is no longer to be
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